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Silo Classes  
Beginning Classes  

• You Choose – (1 session $55) Choose from nightlight, sun catcher, picture frame, coaster, or 

small dish. In this class, you will have all the tools and supplies to create a piece of your own. 

Intermediate Class 
• Fusing 101 (3 sessions $250) – required for independent artist Studio time, and advanced 

classes. Come to Silo Glass to learn the basics of fusing glass. In this three-session class, you 

will learn about cutting, preparing for the kiln and firing process of fused glass. Day one, learn 

to cut glass, the properties of glass, and make four tiles. Day two, learn about firing schedules, 

flow and make an 8”x8” stacked piece. Day three, create your final 8”x8” project from what you 

learned in the first two classes. You will make six glass pieces to learn about fusing and the 

flow of glass. Join us for this fun and informational class. The three sessions provide a more 

in-depth knowledge of glass and fusing.  

Advanced Classes  
• Kathleen Ash – It takes a village. (2 sessions $200) Sept. 25th & Oct. 2nd. Join us, as 

Kathleen Ash teaches us how to create glass houses. The first day, Kathleen will teach us how 

to cut out the parts and set them up to fire. The second session, we will learn how coldwork the 

pieces and build the houses. For those who have built a glass house, you can ask Kathleen to 

design a church or other building for a village. This advanced class, prerequisite Fusing 101, is 

not to be missed!  

• Kim’s Creative Glass – Kim Springer-Smith. (2 sessions) Oct. 30th & Nov. 6th. Join Kim 

for this advanced class, in this two-session class, we will use designs to create something 

beautiful and unique using powders, layering and more. Fusing 101 prerequisite.  

 

Silo Gallery and Glass Studio has re-started fused glass classes in the Wimberley/San Marcos, TX 
area. Rainy day or scorching hot, it is a great place to be when the weather isn't perfect, so come on 
in for a class! Watch the web site for updates and class news.   
  
Most classes are about 2.5 hours (advanced classes are longer) and are available Thursday thru Sunday. The cost of the 
class is all inclusive, within the scope of the project. This includes glass, firings, and all parts to complete the project.  

Please wear a mask. We will do what we can with distance in the classroom. Those with illnesses and those in 

compromised populations are encouraged NOT to come, if already signed up, you will be refunded the full amount of the 
class or can take it at a later date. Everyone please stay safe! No experience, tools or supplies to bring, just bring yourself, 
wear closed toe shoes and have fun!  

  

Call, e-mail, or come by today to hold your place! The classes are minimum of two and maximum five students.  
  
  www.siloglass.com  


